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Abstract

A system that could automatically analyze the facial ac-

tions in real time have applications in a number of differ-

ent fields. However, developing such a system is always

a challenging task due to the richness, ambiguity, and dy-

namic nature of facial actions. Although a number of re-

search groups attempt to recognize action units (AUs) by

either improving facial feature extraction techniques, or the

AU classification techniques, these methods often recognize

AUs individually and statically, therefore ignoring the se-

mantic relationships among AUs and the dynamics of AUs.

Hence, these approaches cannot always recognize AUs re-

liably, robustly, and consistently.

In this paper, we propose a novel approach for AUs

classification, that systematically accounts for relationships

among AUs and their temporal evolution. Specifically, we

use a dynamic Bayesian network (DBN) to model the rela-

tionships among different AUs. The DBN provides a coher-

ent and unified hierarchical probabilistic framework to rep-

resent probabilistic relationships among different AUs and

account for the temporal changes in facial action develop-

ment. Under our system, robust computer vision techniques

are used to get AU measurements. And such AU measure-

ments are then applied as evidence into the DBN for infer-

encing various AUs. The experiments show the integration

of AU relationships and AU dynamics with AU image mea-

surements yields significant improvements in AU recogni-

tion.

1 Introduction

Ever since Ekman and Friesen [4] developed Facial Ac-
tion Coding System (FACS), various methods have been
proposed to automatically identify action units (AUs). A
system that can recognize AUs in real time without human
intervention can be applied in many application fields, in-
cluding automated tool for behavioral research, videocon-
ferencing, affective computing, perceptual human-machine
interfaces, 3D face reconstruction and animation, and so on.

In general, these previous work can be summarized
into five groups: facial motion extraction based on optical
flow [21][5], difference image based methods [6], statistical
model based methods [12][11], specific feature based meth-
ods [14][17][15][23], and machine-learning based method
[1]. These methods differ either in the feature extraction
techniques, or the AU classification techniques, or both.
However, their common point is only attempting to classify
each AU independently and statically, but ignoring the se-
mantic relationships among AUs and the dynamics of AUs.
Hence, these approaches cannot always recognize AUs re-
liably, robustly, and consistently due to the richness, ambi-
guity, and dynamic nature of facial actions. This motivates
us to exploit the relationships among the AUs as well as the
temporal development of each AU in order to improve AU
recognition.
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Figure 1. The flowchart of the real-time AU recognition
system.

Although each AU is contracted by different facial mus-
cles, it is rare that single AU occurs alone in spontaneous
facial behavior. Instead, some patterns of AU combinations
appear frequently to express natural human emotions. Thus,
some of the AUs would appear simultaneously for the most
time. On the other hand, it is nearly impossible for some
AUs appearing together. Furthermore, AUs usually change
over time. Such relationships can be well modeled with a
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dynamic Bayesian Network (DBN). The DBN is capable
of accounting for uncertainty in the AU recognition pro-
cess, representing probabilistic relationships among differ-
ent AUs, modeling the dynamics in facial action develop-
ment, and providing principled inference solutions. In ad-
dition, with the dependencies coded in the graphical model,
it can handle situations where some measurements for cer-
tain AUs are missing.

In this paper, a fully automatic system is proposed for
real-time recognition of action units in real-world environ-
ment. Figure 1 gives the flowchart of our automatic AU
recognition system. First, the face and eyes are automati-
cally detected in live video. The face region is aligned based
on the eye positions detected and is convolved with a set of
multi-scale and multi-orientation Gabor filters. After that, a
confidence score is obtained by an AdaBoost classifier for
each AU. These scores are then discretized to be used as evi-
dence into the dynamic Bayesian network for AU inference.
In order to correctly model the relationships among differ-
ent AUs, advanced learning techniques are applied to learn
both the structure and parameters of the BN based on the
prior structure and parameters. The experiments show that
the AU recognition accuracy rate can be greatly improved
with such a dynamic BN.

2 Related Work

Generally, the previous work in detection face action
units can be summarized into five groups. The first group
is to extract facial motion through optical flow [21, 5]. The
extraction of dense flow is slow and also has the shortcom-
ing of sensitivity to inaccurate image alignment and motion
discontinuities. The second group is the method based on
difference image [6]. This kind of method is critically de-
pendent on the accurate alignment between the reference
neutral face and the target face.

The third group includes the methods based on statisti-
cal models. Lanitis et. al [12] utilize statistical learning of
images by an Active Appearance model. The face defor-
mation due to facial expression is characterized by a set of
appearance parameters, which could be used to determine
the expression. Kapoor et. al [11] further use the shape
parameters to identify each AU by a SVM classifier. The
statistical model-based techniques are limited by the linear
assumption of PCA.

The fourth group includes the specific feature based
methods. This group recognizes the AUs by a two-stage
feature-based approach. First, the features related to cor-
responding AUs are extracted, either by tracking the per-
manent features (i.e. feature points), or detecting transient
features (i.e. wrinkles and furrows), or both. Then, the AUs
are recognized by different recognition engines.

Lien et. al [14] extract the features by feature point

tracking, dense flow tracking with PCA and edge detec-
tion. Each AU is classified by a discriminant classifier or
a Hidden Markov Model. Tian et. al [17] utilize a set of
multi-state facial component models for feature point track-
ing and edge detector for furrow detection, but require man-
ual intervention in the initial frame. Neural networks are
used to recognize a specific AU or AU combination. Pantic
and Rothkrantz [15] extract the facial features by a hybrid
feature detector on a dual view (frontal and profile) face
model. A rule-based method is used for AU coding. Val-
star et. al [19] use a particle filter with factorized likeli-
hoods for tracking facial feature points. The AUs are clas-
sified by a probabilistic actively learned SVM. Instead of
using geometric positions of the feature points, the multi-
scale and multi-orientations Gabor wavelet coefficients ex-
tracted at the feature points are employed in [24][18] as
the feature representation. Furthermore, hybrid systems are
proposed [3] by combining the techniques of holistic ap-
proach based on PCA, extracting features, and optical flow
measurement. This group of techniques requires designing
special-purpose features for each AU. Thus the accuracy of
the AU coding depends on how reliably and accurately the
facial features are extracted.

The last group consists of machine-learning based meth-
ods. Bartlett et. al [1] investigate general purpose learn-
ing mechanisms based on machine-learning techniques for
data-driven AUs recognition. This method has the advan-
tage of detecting the changes both in geometrical positions
of features and in face appearance (i.e. wrinkle, bulges) si-
multaneously. The best recognition performance is obtained
through SVM classification on a set of Gabor wavelet coef-
ficients selected by AdaBoost. However, this kind of ap-
proach requires a good face alignment, which relies on reli-
ably and accurately localizing eye positions.

In addition to the above approaches, there are three
groups using Bayesian networks for facial expression clas-
sification. Cohen et. al [2] use Gaussian Tree-Augmented
Naive Bayes (TAN) to learn the dependencies among dif-
ferent facial features in order to classify facial expressions.
However, due to TAN’s structure limitations, it cannot han-
dle more complex relationships between facial features as
well as temporal changes. Zhang and Ji [23] exploit BN for
classifying six basic facial expressions with a dynamic fu-
sion strategy. Gu and Ji [7] use the similar idea for facial
event classification, such as fatigue. In their BNs, AUs are
modeled as hidden nodes connecting facial features and fa-
cial expressions. Still, they don’t consider the relationships
among AUs as well as the dynamics of each AU. And AUs
are not recognized explicitly in their models.

Our system differs from the cited ones in that it mod-
els probabilistic relationships among different AUs, and ac-
counts for the temporal changes in facial action develop-
ment with a dynamic Bayesian network. Advanced learning
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techniques are used to learn both the structure and parame-
ters of the BN from the the training database. To the best of
our knowledge, we are the first to exploit the relationships
among AUs so that to improve AU recognition in addition
to advanced computer vision techniques.

3 AU Measurement Extraction

3.1 Face and Eyes Detection

The position, size, and orientation of the face region are
estimated using the knowledge of eye centers, which are ob-
tained through a boosted eye detector. Given the knowledge
of eye centers, the face region is normalized and scaled into
a 64× 64 image. Eye detection is performed using a binary
classifier [20] that is formed from the linear combination of
geometric Haar features. The Haar feature set is comprised
of over 50, 000 individual features, which is significantly
larger than the actual amount of pixels in a training image.
The feature selection and classifier construction is done si-
multaneously by using AdaBoost. The classifier is trained
with over 40, 000 positive samples and hundreds of thou-
sands of negative samples. Finally, the boosted classifier
utilizes nearly 1000 Haar features, with a final positive rate
of nearly 99%, and a final false rate of 10−7%.

3.2 AU Measurements

Given the normalized images, we extract a measurement
for each AU through a general purpose learning mechanism
based on Gabor feature representation and AdaBoost clas-
sification. Such approaches can be generalized to recognize
any AU in the presence of other AUs given a training data
set. For this work, the magnitudes of a set of multi-scale and
multi-orientation Gabor wavelets as in [13] are used as the
feature representations, similar to the work by Bartlett et.
al [1]. Gabor wavelet based feature representation has the
psychophysical basis of human vision, and achieves robust
performance for expression recognition and feature extrac-
tion under illumination and appearance variations. Instead
of extracting the Gabor wavelet features at specific feature
points, the whole normalized face region is convolved by
a set of Gabor filters at 5 spatial frequencies and 8 orien-
tations. Thus 8 × 5 × 64 × 64 = 163840 Gabor wavelet
features are used as the individual features for AdaBoost.

An AdaBoost classifier is employed to obtain the mea-
surement for each action unit. AdaBoost is not only a good
feature selection method, but also a fast classifier. The fea-
ture selection and classifier construction is performed si-
multaneously by AdaBoost. At first, each training sam-
ple is initialized with an equal weight. Then, weak clas-
sifiers are constructed using the individual Gabor features
during AdaBoost training. In each iteration, the single

weak classifier with the minimum weighted error is se-
lected to be linearly combined to form the final classifier
with a weight proportional to the minimum error. The sam-
ples are then reweighted based upon the performance of the
selected weak classifier, and the process is repeated. Ad-
aBoost forces the classifier to focus on the most difficult
samples in the training set, and thus it results in a very ef-
ficient classifier. To increase the speed of the actual algo-
rithm, the final classifier is broken up into a series of cas-
caded AdaBoost classifiers. These individual classifiers are
sequentially connected to form a final cascade classifier. A
large majority of the negative samples will be removed in
earlier cascades. Therefore it results in a much faster real-
time classifier. The final classifier utilizes around 200 Gabor
features.

However, this machine-learning based approach treats
each AU independently and each frame individually, and
relies on the robustness and accuracy of face region align-
ment. In order to model the dynamics of AUs and deal with
the image uncertainty, we utilize a DBN for AU inference.
Thus the output of AdaBoost classifier is discretized and
used as the evidence for subsequent BN inference.

4 AU Inference with a Dynamic Bayesian
Network

4.1 AU Relationship Analysis

As discussed before, due to the richness, ambiguity, and
dynamic nature of facial actions, as well as the image uncer-
tainty and individual discrepancy, current computer vision
methods cannot perform feature extraction reliably, which
limits AUs recognition accuracy. However, if we could con-
sider the relationships among different AUs and model such
relationships into a framework, it will compensate the dis-
advantages of vision techniques and thus improve the recog-
nition accuracy rate. For subsequent discussion, Table 1
summarizes a list of commonly occurring AUs and their
meanings, although the proposed system is not restricted
to recognizing these AUs given the training data.

In a spontaneous facial behavior, it is rare that only
a single AU appears alone. Groups of AUs usually ap-
pear together to show meaningful facial expressions. For
example, the happy may involve AU6 (cheek raiser) +
AU12 (lip corner puller), the surprise may involve AU1 (in-
ner brow raiser)+AU2 (outer brow raiser)+AU5 (upper lid
raiser)+AU26 (jaw drop), and the fear may involve AU1
(inner brow raiser)+AU2 (outer brow raiser)+AU4 (brow
lowerer)+AU5 (upper lid raiser)+AU25 (lips part). Further-
more, some of the AUs would appear simultaneously for
the most time. For example, it is difficult to do AU2 (outer
brow raiser) without adding AU1 (inner brow raiser) since
the activation of AU2 tends to pull the inner eyebrow as
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(a) (b)
Figure 2. (a) The prior BN for AU modeling before learning; (b) The learnt BN from the training data.

AU1 AU2 AU4 AU5 AU6

Inner brow raiser Outer brow raiser Brow Lowerer Upper lid raiser Cheek raiser

AU7 AU9 AU12 AU15 AU17

Lid tighten Nose wrinkle Lip corner puller Lip corner depressor Chin raiser

AU23 AU24 AU25 AU27

Lip tighten Lip presser Lips part Mouth stretch

Table 1. A list of action units.

well. AU27 (mouth stretch) rarely appears without AU25
(lips part). On the other side, it is nearly impossible for
some AUs appearing together, such AU23 (lip tighten) and
AU27 (mouth stretch).

We construct a Bayesian network (BN) to model and
learn such relationships. A BN is a directed acyclic graph
(DAG) that represents a joint probability distribution among
a set of variables. In a BN, nodes denote variables and
the links among nodes denote the conditional dependencies
among variables. The dependencies are characterized by a
conditional probability table (CPT) for each node. A BN is
manually constructed as shown in Figure 2(a) to model the
relationships among the 14 AUs shown in Table 1.

4.2 Learning Model Structures

After analyzing the relationships among the AUs, we get
an initial BN structure as shown in Figure 2(a). Although it
is our best guess based on the analysis, it may not be cor-
rect enough to reflect the true relationships. Therefore it is
necessary to use large amount of training data to “correct”
our “guess” with a structure learning algorithm.

The structure learning algorithm first defines a score

that describes the fitness of each possible structure Bs to
the observed data. Suppose we have a domain of dis-
crete variables U = {X1, ..., Xn}, and a database of cases
D = {C1, ..., Cn}. Then, a score can be defined as:

Score(Bs) = log p(D, Bs)
= log p(D|Bs) + log p(Bs) (1)

The two terms are actually the likelihood (the first term)
and the prior probability (the second term) of the structure
Bs. Instead of giving an equal prior to all possible struc-
tures, we assign a high probability to the prior structure in
Figure 2(a). And the prior of any other network is decreased
depending on the deviation between this network and the
provided prior network: p(Bs) = cκδ , where c is a normal-
ization constant, 0 < k ≤ 1, and δ is the number of nodes
in the symmetric difference between Bs and the provided
prior structure [9].

To compute the likelihood log p(D|Bs), the Bayesian in-
formation criterion (BIC) [16] has been used:

log p(D|Bs) ≈ log p(D|θ̂Bs
, Bs) − d

2
log(N) (2)

where θBs
are the network parameters, θ̂Bs

is the maximum
likelihood estimate of θBs , d is the number of logically in-
dependent parameters in Bs, and N is taken from the size
of D. Thus the second term actually measures the structure
complexity.

Having defined a score, the next step is to identify a net-
work structure with the highest score with a searching al-
gorithm. Thus the structure learning becomes an optimiza-
tion problem: find the structure that maximizes the score.
We apply iterated hill-climbing here. First, we apply local
search until a local maximum is reached. Then, we ran-
domly perturb the current network structure, and repeat the
process for some manageable number of iterations. It helps
to avoid getting stuck at a local maximum.

The learnt structure is shown in Figure 2(b). Basically,
the learnt structure keeps all of the links in the initial struc-
ture, and several links have been added, such as AU27 to
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AU6, AU2 to AU6, AU25 to AU15, and AU2 to AU23,
which are reasonable to reflect facial expressions. For ex-
ample, AU27 (mouth stretch) would mostly be contracted
in a surprise, while AU12 (lip corner puller) would mostly
happen in a smile. These two action units are seldom
present together. Overall, the learnt structure reflects the
data pattern in the training data set better.

4.3 A Dynamic Bayesian Network

In the structure learning, we only focus on the static BN.
However, it lacks the ability to express temporal dependen-
cies between the consecutive occurrences of certain AUs in
image sequences. AU is an event that develops over time.
It can therefore be better recognized from a sequence of ob-
servations over time instead of from a snapshot. We thus
use a dynamic BN to model the dynamic aspect of AUs.

Figure 3. The Dynamic BN for AU modeling. The self-
arrow at each AU node indicates the temporal relationship
of a single AU from the the previous time frame to the cur-
rent time frame. The arrow from AUi at time t − 1 to
AUj (j �= i) at time t indicates the temporal relationship
among different AUs. The shaded circles indicate the mea-
surements for each AU.

In general, a dynamic BN is made up of interconnected
time slices of static BNs, and the relationships between two
neighboring time slices are modeled by a Hidden Markov
model, i.e., random variables at time t are influenced by
variables at time t, as well as by the corresponding random
variables at time t−1 only. Each time slice is used to repre-
sent the snapshot of an evolving temporal process at a time
instant. These time slices are interconnected by the arcs
joining particular temporal variables from two consecutive
slices. Specifically, in the proposed framework, the inter-
slice arc from an AU node at time t − 1 to that at time t
depicts how an AU develops over time.

Figure 3 shows the dynamic BN with the visual measure-
ment nodes. For presentation clarity, we use the self-arrows
to indicate the temporal relationship of a single AU from the

previous time frame to the current time frame. The arrow
from AUi at time t − 1 to AUj (j �= i) at time t indicates
the temporal relationship among different AUs.

Furthermore, we associate each AU node with a mea-
surement node, which is indicated with a shaded circle in
Figure 3. The links between them model the measurement
uncertainty of the computer vision techniques in Section 3.
From the point view of a BN, the measurement nodes are
regarded as observed nodes, which provide evidence in the
inference procedure, and the AU nodes are hidden nodes,
whose states need to be inferred from the DBN given the
evidence. We will talk about the inference procedure later.

Therefore, such a DBN is capable of accounting for un-
certainty in the AU recognition process, representing prob-
abilistic relationships among different AUs, modeling the
dynamics in AU development, and providing principled in-
ference solutions. In addition, with the dependencies coded
in the graphical model, it can handle the situations where
some data entries for certain AUs are missing. For exam-
ple, even if some AU measurements are not available with
the computer vision techniques, it is still possible to infer
the states of the corresponding AUs using other available
measurements.

4.4 Learning Model Parameters

A complete DBN consists of two parts, one is struc-
ture, and another is parameter (conditional probability ta-
ble (CPT) associated with each node). As we presented
in Section 4.2, in the structure learning algorithm, for each
structure, the parameters are estimated with the Maximum
Likelihood estimate (MLE). However, MLE doesn’t con-
sider the influence of prior information. Furthermore, more
parameters need to be learnt considering the temporal links
and the links with the measurement nodes. Thus, first, we
set up the prior probabilities for each node in the DBN as
shown in Figure 3 based on our data analysis, and then learn
the parameters with the Bayesian estimate method. We first
present how to learn parameters for a static BN, and then
extend to a DBN.

Let θijk indicate a probability parameter for a BN with
the structure Bs, where i ranges over all the variables (nodes
in BN), j ranges over all the possible parent instantiations
for variable Xi, and k ranges over all the instantiations for
Xi itself. Therefore, xk

i represents the kth state of vari-
able Xi, and paj(Xi) is the jth configuration of the parent
nodes of Xi. In other words, θijk = p(xk

i |paj(Xi), Bs).
The goal of the learning is to maximize the posterior distri-
bution p(θ|D, Bs)(MAP) [8]. With the built-in conditional
independence in a BN,

p(θ|D,Bs) =
n∏

i=1

qi∏

j=1

p(θij |D,Bs) (3)
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where n is the number of variables in the BN, qi is the num-
ber of the parent instantiations for Xi, and p(θij |D, Bs) can
be represented by Dirichlet distributions:

p(θij |D,Bs) = Dir(αij1 + Nij1, ..., αijri + Nijri) (4)

where αijk reflects the prior beliefs about how often the
case Xi = k and pa(Xi) = j, Nijk reflects the number of
cases in D for which Xi = k and pa(Xi) = j, and ri is the
number of all the instantiations of Xi.

This learning process considers both prior probability
and likelihood, so that the posterior probability is maxi-
mized. Since the training data is complete, it can be ac-
tually explained as a counting process, which results in the
following updating formula for the probability distribution
parameters:

θijk =
αijk + Nijk

αij + Nij
(5)

where Nij =
∑ri

k=1 Nijk, and αij =
∑ri

k=1 αijk.
Learning the parameters in a DBN is actually simi-

lar with learning parameters in a static BN. Based on the
Markov assumption, in the learning procedure, we regard
the DBN as a two-slice static BN, thus the similar learn-
ing procedure applies. The only difference is that more pa-
rameters need to be learnt, and the training data need to be
divided into set of time sequences.

4.5 AU Inference

In this section, we describe how to infer the probabilities
of different AUs given the AU measurements obtained with
the computer vision techniques in Section 3.

Dynamic inference estimates the AUs at each time step
t. Let AU t

i indicates the node of AU i at time step t, et =
{et

1, e
t
2, ..., e

t
27} be the measurements for the 14 AUs at time

step t. Thus, the probability of AU t
i given the available

evidence e1:t is:

p(AU t
i |e1:t) = cip(AU t

i |e1:t−1)p(et|AU t
i , e

1:t−1) (6)

where ci is the normalization constant, p(et|AU t
i , e

1:t−1)
is the likelihood. Based on the Markov assumption,
p(et|AU t

i , e
1:t−1) = p(et|AU t

i , e
t−1). And p(AU t

i |e1:t−1)
is the prediction, which can be obtained as:

p(AU t
i |e1:t−1) =

∑

AUt−1
i

[p(AU t
i |AU t−1

i , e1:t−1)p(AU t−1
i |e1:t−1)](7)

where p(AU t−1
i |e1:t−1) is already inferred at time step t−1.

p(AU t
i |AU t−1

i , e1:t−1) is the transition model for AU t
i . We

assume p(AU t
i |AU t−1

i , e1:t−1) = p(AU t
i |AU t−1

i ).
In this way, we obtain the posterior probability of each

AU with the observed measurements. In the system, we
adapt the Variable Elimination (VE) inference algorithm
[22] into the dynamic BN for efficient inference.

5 Experimental Results
5.1 Facial Action Units Database

The dynamic facial action unit recognition system is
trained on FACS labeled images from two databases. The
first database is Cohn and Kanade’s DFAT-504 database
[10] consisting of more than 100 subjects. This database
is collected under controlled illumination and background
and has been widely used for evaluating facial action unit
recognition system. The results on the Cohn and Kanade’s
database will be used to compare with other published
methods. The second database consists of 42 image se-
quences from 10 subjects containing the target AUs, coded
by a FACS trained expert. Subjects are instructed to per-
form the single AUs and AU combinations as well as the
6 basic expressions. The database is collected under real-
world condition with unconstrained illumination and back-
ground as well as moderate head motion. The results on the
second database is intended to demonstrate the robustness
in real-world applications. Overall, the combining database
consists of 14,000 images from 111 subjects.

5.2 Evaluation on Cohn and Kanade
Database

To evaluate the recognition accuracy of the system, it is
evaluated on the Cohn and Kanade database using leave-
one-subject-out cross-validation for 14 target AUs. The Ad-
aBoost classifier and the DBN are trained on all of the data
but leave one subject out for testing. For AdaBoost classi-
fier training, the positive samples are chosen as the training
images containing the target AU at different intensity levels,
and the negative samples are selected as those images with-
out the target AU regardless the presence of other AUs. The
action unit labels corresponding to each frame are used in
both of the static and dynamic Bayesian network learning.

Figure 4 shows the performance for generalization to
novel subjects in Cohn and Kanade Database. The three
curves demonstrate the performance among using Ad-
aBoost classifier alone, using dynamic BN, and Bartlett’s
method [1] (reported on their website). With only AdaBoost
classifiers, our system achieves an average recognition rate
91.2% with positive rate 80.7% and false alarm rate 7.7%
for 14 AUs, where the average rate is defined as the per-
cent of examples recognized correctly. With the use of the
dynamic BN, the system achieves the overall average recog-
nition rate of 93.3% with a significant improvement in pos-
itive rate to 86.3% and improved false alarm rate of 5.5%.

As shown in Figure 4, for AUs that can be well recog-
nized by the AdaBoost classifier, the improvement by using
DBN is not that significant. However, for the AUs that are
difficult to be recognized by the AdaBoost classifier, the im-
provements are impressive, which exactly demonstrates the
benefit of using the DBN. For example, recognizing AU23
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(a) (b)

Figure 4. Comparison of AU recognition results on novel subjects in Cohn-Kanade database using the AdaBoost classifier, dy-
namic BN, and the results of Bartlett [1] respectively: (a) average positive rates; (b) average false. alarm

(lip tighten) and AU24 (lip presser) is difficult, since the
two actions occur rarely and the appearance changes caused
by these actions are relatively subtle. Fortunately, the co-
presence probability of these two actions is very high, since
they are contracted by the same set of facial muscles. By
employing such relationship in the DBN, the positive recog-
nition rate of AU23 increases from 54% to 80.6% and that
of AU24 increases from 63.4% to 82.3%. Similarly, by
employing the co-absence relationship between AU25 (lips
part) and AU15 (lip corner depressor), the false alarm rate
of AU25 reduces from 13.3% to 5.7%.

In summary, the average performance of our system is
equal to or better than the previously reported systems.
Compared with the system performance reported by Bartlett
et. al (overall average recognition rate 93.6%), our system
achieves a similar average recognition rate (93.33%). How-
ever, with a marginal drop of false alarm rate 2.95%, our
system significantly increases the positive rate from 70.1%
(in Bartlett’s method) to 86.3%. Tian et. al [17] achieves
a similar performance however manual intervention is re-
quired in the initial frame with neutral expression. Valstar
et. al [19] report a 84% average recognition rate on the
Cohn-Kanade database while training on another database.
Kapoor et. al [11] obtain an 81.2% of recognition rate on
5 upper AUs in Cohn-Kanade database with hand marked
pupil positions.

5.3 Experiment Results under Real-world
Condition

In the second set of experiments, the system is trained on
all of the training images from the Cohn-Kanade database
and 38 image sequences with 6 subjects from the second
database. The remaining four image sequences with 4 dif-
ferent subjects from the second database are used for test-
ing. This experiment intends to demonstrate the system ro-
bustness for real-world environment. The system perfor-
mance is reported in Figure 5. The average recognition
rate of the DBN is 93.27% with an average positive rate
of 80.8% and a false alarm rate of 4.47%.

Figure 6 shows an image sequence where the system out-

Figure 5. Comparison of average AU recognition rates
on novel subjects under real-world circumstance using the
AdaBoost classifier and dynamic BN respectively.

put (the probabilities) of multiple AUs changes over time.
In the beginning, the subject gradually raises the eyebrows
and upper eyelids, and then gradually lowers the eyebrows
and relaxes eyelids, but raises the upper lids finally. Cor-
respondingly, the values of the system output of AU1 (in-
ner eyebrow raise) and AU2 (outer eyebrow raise) first in-
crease, and then decrease, while the value of AU5 (upper lid
raise) changes at the pattern of increase-decrease first, and
finally increases again as shown in the right chart of Fig-
ure 6. Since there are individual discrepancies with respect
to the magnitude of action units, it is difficult to determine
the absolute intensity of a given subject. Our dynamic mod-
eling of facial action units can more realistically reflect the
evolution of a spontaneous facial emotion, and thus can ex-
tract the relative intensity changes of the action units.

6 Conclusions and Future Work
In this paper, we propose a novel approach for AU

classification that systematically accounts for relationships
among AUs and their temporal evolution. Specifically, we
use a dynamic Bayesian network to model the relation-
ships among different AUs. The DBN provides a coherent
and unified hierarchical probabilistic framework to repre-
sent probabilistic relationships among different AUs, and
accounts for the temporal changes in facial action develop-
ment. Under our system, robust computer vision techniques
are used to obtain AU measurements. And such AU mea-
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Figure 6. Automatic AU recognition: the left images show an image sequence in which three AUs (AU1,AU2, and AU5) change
over time; the right image shows the probabilities of involved AUs in the corresponding frames for the left sequence.

surements are then applied as evidence into the DBN for in-
ferring various AUs. The experiments show the integration
of AU relationships and AU dynamics with AU image mea-
surements yields significant improvements in AU recogni-
tion. Our system will be extended to recognize more AUs
as well as facial event.
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